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EXCLUSIVE: Military Policy Gives
Soldiers A Chance to Opt Out of the
Vaccine, But The Biden Regime Is
Blocking Information To The Troops
The document on military immunizations gives a clear
option to Vaccine-Hesitant Troops

United States military servicemembers are scrambling to obtain
exemptions from the Coronavirus vaccine after the Biden
administration mandated the injection for the entire military despite
massive evidence of health problems and immune system depletion
connected to the vaccine. NATIONAL FILE is in contact with numerous
active duty servicemembers as they fight for freedom, and we have
learned some hopeful information. The United States military allows
servicemembers the option to take a test to determine if they have
“pre-existing immunity” in order to “eliminate unnecessary
immunizations,” according to the regulation “Immunizations and
Chemoprophylaxis for the Prevention of Infectious Diseases” issued by
the headquarters of the Army, Navy, Air Force and Coast Guard to
govern military vaccine policy. That full document is presented in the
article below. But the Biden administration is clearly ignoring this fact in
their guidance to the troops. The Biden regime is also withholding all
guidance on vaccine religious exemptions to key officials as military
chaplains try to block the religious exemption requests that come in.

A high-ranking active duty military officer discussed with us a document
presented below, which the officer says “is followed by all of the military for
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immunizations. In chapter 2, 2-1(which is pdf page 9) it states the the option
for personnel to complete a serologic antibody test or proof of prior infection
is allowed in lieu of unnecessary vax! This is documented in the medical
record IAW appendix C, table C-1 as MI (medically immune)! The SECDEFs
(Secretary of Defense’s) memo DOES NOT allow for prior infection to count
as immunity, CONTRARY TO our military instruction!! Also there is no
allowance for antibody testing!” The military document states:
“Screening for immunity: For some vaccine-preventable diseases,
serologic or other tests can be used to identify pre-existing immunity
from prior infections or immunizations that may eliminate unnecessary
immunizations.”

READ THE FULL DOCUMENT HERE:

On the subject of religious exemptions to the vaccine, the Biden regime and
military leadership are conspicuously putting a wrench in the gears of the

https://media.defense.gov/2021/Aug/09/2002826254/-1/-1/0/MESSAGE-TO-THE-FORCE-MEMO-VACCINE.PDF
https://www.doyoucovfefe.com/?utm_source=nationalfile&utm_medium=sitebanner&utm_campaign=nationalfile
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approval process. “Because my husband’s CO is an 05 it requires an O6 to
endorse, my husband’s CO spoke with the 06 about my husband’s request.
They both stated none of them have been given guidance on religious
exemptions and haven’t heard anything from top brass on how to handle
these requests according to what my husband’s CO told him face to face on
Friday,” a wife of a Naval senior enlisted servicemember who confirmed this
fact to NATIONAL FILE.

NATIONAL FILE spoke to another active duty high-ranking Naval officer who
revealed that U.S. Navy chaplains in the leftist Navy chaplain program are
actively blocking sailors’ religious exemption requests for the controversial
COVID-19 vaccines. Chaplains are supposed to serve as military religious
ministers, but the chaplain system has become increasingly left-wing. The
Joe Biden regime has inflicted a vaccine mandate upon the U.S. military, and
the clock is ticking for America’s active duty servicemembers to try to get
exemptions from the vaccine mandate.

But U.S. Navy documents obtained by NATIONAL FILE show that chaplains
must sign off on the religious exemption requests which can be revoked
during times of alleged disease, alternative counseling is provided to
discourage sailors from going through with the process, and court martial
and other disciplinary action is threatened against sailors whose religious
exemption requests are denied. The high-ranking officer described the
Navy’s religious exemption option as “lip service” to constitutionalists.

The Naval officer told NATIONAL FILE: “I am actively pursuing a religious
exemption from the COVID jab…The Navy is essentially saying they have the
ability to give a religious exemption as lip service to placate constitutional
believers and followers! How ridiculous! There really is no intention of
allowing COVID exemptions! They are merely broadcasting an illusion that
exemptions exist! Sort of like the illusion that the vaccines will cure the
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pandemic” He added, “FYI, my command is pushing the shot HARD right
now. They are talking about disobeying direct orders and NJP (non judicial
punishment) if not done in the next 2 weeks! Why the rush?”

NAVY DOCUMENT 1 from August 15, 2020 is entitled “IMMUNIZATION
EXEMPTIONS FOR RELIGIOUS BELIEFS.” The document states that a
commander can suspend a religious exemption “if necessary due to an
imminent threat to health or safety.”

The chaplains have to approve
religious exemption
requests: “Content of Commander’s
Endorsement. In line with reference
(b), COs must endorse every request
for religious accommodation through
waiver of immunization requirements.
The content of the endorsement must

include: a. An endorsement from a military chaplain in line with reference (d),
b. A recommendation to approve or disapprove the request, c. Relevant
information concerning the applicable operational or regional policies, d.
Negative effect (if any) on mission accomplishment (i.e., military readiness,
unit cohesion, good order, discipline, health, and safety), e. The number of
Service members in the command that have been granted a similar
exemption for non-religious purposes…”

https://www.mgid.com/ghits/9336646/i/57463913/0/pp/1/1?h=u5IuGAdnPJ3_bdtXvi9W0oWzdxFe8Dz6FuBWZ3PoPUgV1dxX6pL7huSCnwHa465p&rid=80365ebb-0ba7-11ec-aedf-78ac440ce5be&tt=Direct&att=3&cpm=1&gbpp=1&abd=1&iv=11&ct=1&muid=l81BIC7QSABl
https://www.mynavyhr.navy.mil/Portals/55/Reference/MILPERSMAN/1000/1700Morale/1730-020%20.pdf?ver=c6WJ56qzUXFwgnPmAAx6-w%3D%3D
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Sailors who want the religious exemptions have to undergo “Applicant
Counseling” which coaches them on “The additional risk to health on
exposure to disease against which the applicant will not be protected
by a military physician who informs Service member of disease
concerned, and benefits and risks of vaccine;” and “The possibility that
the applicant may be detained during travel across international
borders due to international health regulations” and “The possibility
that individuals granted such exemptions may have their waivers
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revoked if they are at imminent risk of disease (e.g., exposure to
anthrax, measles, cholera, etc.) or due to international health
regulations.”

The Navy also makes it clear that “COs may, without prior approval, revoke a
Service member’s authorized immunization waiver in the event of imminent
risk of disease due to exposure or as a result of international health
regulations incident to foreign travel.”

Of course, the Navy threatens severe punishment including court
martial against vaccine resisters who get their applications denied.
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Here is the Format that religious exemption applicants must use: “I
request a waiver of the (state the type) immunization. I hereby state that my
request is based upon (religious objection to immunization or other reasons
specifically described). I acknowledge having received the following
counseling: 1. Failure to obtain immunization poses additional risk to my
health upon exposure to disease. 2. In the event of foreign travel, I may be
detained during travel across foreign borders due to international health
regulations. 3. If granted, a waiver may be revoked by my commanding
officer if I am at imminent risk of disease or due to international health
regulations. 4. If my job duties change, I may need to route a new request. 5.
If I am at my permanent change of station while my waiver is in effect, I may
need to route a new request if my job duties change, my geographic region
exposes me to the aforementioned disease, or other factors exist that could
put me at imminent risk of disease.”

NAVY DOCUMENT 2 comes from Department of the Navy, Chief of
Naval Personnel in Arlington, Virginia, and is dated March 16, 2020. The

https://www.mynavyhr.navy.mil/Portals/55/Reference/Instructions/BUPERS/BUPERSINST_1730_11A.pdf
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subject line is “STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES GOVERNING THE
ACCOMODATION OF RELIGIOUS PRACTICES”

The document states: “Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Manpower,
Personnel, Training and Education) (CNO N1). CNO N1 is responsible for
overseeing this religious accommodation policy and will review and act on
religious accommodation requests that require waiver of Department of
Navy (DON) policy and are routed to CNO N1 for approval as indicated in
Tables 1 and 2”
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The Navy makes sure to say “Many religious practices do not require an
exception to Navy policy and can be accommodated at the command
level.”
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A Navy document from August 2020 warns that sailors face court martial if
they refuse vaccines without having “approved papers” to get a religious
exemption, which is a long drawn-out process according to the document.
The document states (emphasis added):

“Administrative and Disciplinary Actions a. In line with reference (a), Service
members submitting requests for religious accommodations will comply with
the policy, practice, or duty from which they are requesting accommodation,
unless or until the request is approved. b. Service members whose waivers
have been disapproved, or those who refuse to take immunizations without
approved waivers, may be subject to administrative and or disciplinary
actions, as deemed appropriate by COs, for violation of a lawful order. c.
Actions include: (1) Formal counseling and warning recorded on NAVPERS
1070/613, (2) Nonjudicial punishment, (3) Court-martial, or (4) Processing
for administrative separation. d. See MILPERSMAN 1910-120, 1910-142,
1910 164, and 1910- 402 for guidance on enlisted separations. See reference
(d) for officer separations”

https://www.mynavyhr.navy.mil/Portals/55/Reference/MILPERSMAN/1000/1700Morale/1730-020%20.pdf?ver=c6WJ56qzUXFwgnPmAAx6-w%3D%3D
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